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Di�erences Compared to Survey Polling

Data Source: Voter’s aggregated Google Search data by geography vs. surveys

Sample Size: ~700k longitudinally studied vs. sample size 500 at one moment

Cost: Less expensive; no survey labor costs

More honest answers; no social desirability bias in responses

More ef�cient; no survey design time

Track leanings of undecideds; no misleading %’s; support across candidates sums to 100%

Respondent demographic info inferred from census data

Google search = support because of con�rmation bias
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General Election Race Standings



General Election Race Standings

We project that John Hickenlooper (52%) has a 4-point advantage over Cory Gardner (48%) as of May 19,
2020
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Democratic Primary Election Race Standings

We project that John Hickenlooper (70%) has a 40-point advantage over Andrew Romanoff (30%) as of May
19, 2020
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Methodology



unumAI predicts elections as accurately as survey pollsters
using candidate name searches
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Validators of Our Work

Ken Salazar: Former United States Senator and
Secretary of the Interior

Mike Johnston: Former Colorado State Senator
and US Senate candidate

Mark Udall: Former United States Senator

Jon Fraser: Google’s Brand Measurement Lead
– Elections and Government
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Performance on Issues



Recommended Messaging
Topics Helpful to
Hickenlooper

State/Local 1

Judiciary Branch 2

Covid-19 3

Public Safety 4

Election Security/Voter
Turnout 5

Trade/China 6

Topics Helpful to
Gardner

Environmental 5

Impeachment 4

National Security 3

Economy 2

Taxes/Spending 1

November 2019 – May 2020

Searches for Hickenlooper increase as searches
for State/Local, Judiciary Branch, and Covid-19
issues increase

Focus on how Covid-19 is impacting Colorado
on a local level

Avoid talking about Taxes and Spending which
is the topic most helpful to Cory Gardner
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Evolution of Conversation’s Impact on Polling
Last Month of Data Set

Topic 20-Jan 20-Feb 20-Mar 20-Apr 20-May
Campaign Finance 8
Corporate Regulation 6 4
Covid-19 8 3
Covid-19 Trump 4 5 6 6
Economy 2 2 2
Election Security/Voter Turnout 9 7 5
Environmental 5 4 5
Gun Control 2 3 3
Healthcare 2 2
Immigration 4
Impeachment 7 3 4
International Relations 3 1
Judiciary Branch 1 1 3 2
National Security 1 3
Public Safety 3 2 4
Reproductive Health 4 4
Russia & Mueller 5
Social Issues 3
Space 4 3 6
State/Local 2 1 1
Taxes/Spending 1 1 1 1
Trade/China 7 5 6
Veterans 2 5

Blank months mean that that topic did not impact polling numbers in a statistically signi�cant way
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May 2020 Most Volatile Issue Areas
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

State Government 0.56

Covid-19 0.13

CO Senate -0.32

CO House -0.37

Local Government -0.38

CO General Assembly -0.45

Recommendations

"When I was governor, we came together to recover
from the devastating �oods in 2013--and though it
was tough, we did it. Sec. @Sebelius agrees: we're
gonna need that same sense of teamwork &
resiliency to �ght this pandemic. WATCH" - John
Hickenlooper

State/Local
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about how the state is handling the Covid-
19 pandemic and Hickenlooper's support for
Gov. Jared Polis

Avoid issues related to local governments and
laws made by the Colorado General Assembly

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Rulings 0.02

Process -0.11

Judges -0.23

AG -0.23

Courts -0.33

Recommendations

John Hickenlooper did not tweet about the
Judiciary Branch within our model period

Judiciary Branch
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about Supreme Court cases past and
present that are important to Coloradans

Avoid talking about speci�c Supreme Court
justices and their appointments

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

General Virus 0.6

Recommendations

"We can't get our economy or our lives back to
normal until Coloradans feel safe. Here's what we
need to do: --Ramp up testing capacity for both the
virus and antibodies --Conduct contact tracing for
known positive cases --Protect frontline workers
and get them the PPE they need" - John
Hickenlooper

Covid-19
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about the impact the Coronavirus has had
on the every day lives of Coloradans and
Americans in both economic and public health
contexts

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Covid-19 0.45

Victims 0.32

Ban 0.08

Sex Offense 0.06

Child Safety 0.05

Laws -0.17

Safety -0.19

Violence -0.25

Domestic Abuse -0.31

Police -0.50

Recommendations

"Thank you to the hundreds of Coloradans who
joined me for our Western Slope community
conversation today! I wish I could be out on the
road, meeting with each and every one of you all
across our state--but we've all got to do our part to
stay safe and stay home." - John Hickenlooper

Public Safety
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about Covid-19 in the context of public
safety

Talk about the recent trend of violence against
unarmed black men

Avoid directly criticizing the police

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Voting Rights 0.36

Voting/Elections 0.12

Integrity/Reform 0.12

Voter Groups -0.09

International Interference/
Security -0.17

Recommendations

"When I was Governor, we started vote by mail and
we're still standing -- with some of the highest voter
turnout in the nation. This is nonsense." - John
Hickenlooper

Election Security/Voter Turnout
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about voting rights including access and
mail-in voting

Avoid discussions of election interference

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

China 0.14

Trade -0.09

Tariff -0.25

Recommendations

"Chin Lin Sou, one of the earliest Chinese
immigrants to Colorado, was known as the Mayor of
Chinatown in Denver. In the late 19th century, anti-
Chinese sentiments spread through the West and
Colorado. Denver's Chinatown was destroyed in
1880 by violent race riots. #APAHM" - John
Hickenlooper

Trade/China
Topic Helps: Hickenlooper

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about Hickenlooper's stance on the
Chineese Communitst Party leadership and
human rights issues

Avoid discussing trade wars and tariffs with
China

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Economic Impact 0.18

Fossil Fuels 0.16

Activism 0.09

Energy Sources 0.07

Coal 0.03

Climate Change -0.26

Clean Energy -0.28

Greenhouse Gases -0.31

Policy -0.35

Water Quality -0.35

Recommendations

"Are you kidding? We need to protect our
environment and our health, not give corporations a
free pass to pollute." - John Hickenlooper

Environmental
Topic Helps: Gardner

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about the fossil fuel industry in both the
context of environmental impact and economic
impact on Colorado

Promote climate activism and activists

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Impeachable Offense 0.09

Proceedings -0.11

Evidence -0.23

Recommendations

John Hickenlooper did not tweet about
impeachment within our model period

Impeachment
Topic Helps: Gardner

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

This category does not work well for
Hickenlooper

Avoid discussing the impeachment of Donald
Trump

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Security 0.31

Remembrance 0.22

War 0.05

Weapons 0.00

Army -0.02

Russia -0.18

Air Force -0.24

Leadership -0.26

Middle East -0.31

Leaders -0.53

Recommendations

"George Sakato was a WWII hero. At a time when
Asian- and Japanese-Americans were facing
discrimination and internment, he was denied the
recognition he deserved. In 2000, Mr. Sakato and 21
other Asian-American veterans were belatedly
awarded the Medal of Honor. #APAHM" - John
Hickenlooper

National Security
Topic Helps: Gardner

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about how Trump is making the country
unsafe by eroding federal intelligence agencies

Avoid discussing Trump's cabinet and Middle
East security policy

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Covid-19 0.54

Pharmacueticals 0.41

Union 0.32

Child Care Costs 0.26

Banks 0.25

Technological Advancements -0.47

Housing -0.47

Unemployment -0.54

Infrastructure -0.57

Income Inequality -0.70

Recommendations

"On #InternationalWorkersDay, we celebrate and
honor workers and working families across the
globe. Now more than ever, we need to stand up for
them. Today and every day, I will �ght to make the
voices of working people heard." - John
Hickenlooper

Economy
Topic Helps: Gardner

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Focus on Covid-19, the price of pharmaceuticals,
and support for union workers

Avoid talking about wages and infrastructure
development

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Social Security 0.40

Government Spending 0.22

Retirement 0.14

Household Debt 0.08

Government Shutdown 0.07

Funding 0.07

Budget -0.08

Taxes -0.10

Recommendations

"The President needs to stop attacking our postal
service and focus on getting people the resources
and relief they need. Thanks for the call to action,
@csindependent." - John HIckenlooper

Taxes/Spending
Topic Helps: Gardner

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Talk about government spending, particularly
social security and retirement programs

Avoid talking about taxes

Highest correlated tweets with polling
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Issue Preferences by Demographic

Groups and TV Markets



How We Make Insights: Demographics and Issues

25

Compare to Search Regions: By cross-checking search data with 2018 ACS data
in a given geographic region, demographic groups are modeled, which give an

indication of the demographic makeup of search activity in a given region



What topics did Colorado voters focus on over the past six
months?
Relative search volume and monthly change
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How do these interests vary over time?
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How do these interests vary by TV market?
November 2019 – May 2020

Colorado Designated
Market Areas (DMA)
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Relative Popularity of Topics by Age Group
Rankings represent the categories with the largest share of searches made by each demographic group

Example: Space has the largest estimated share of searches from 18 to 24

18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 64 65+

1 Space Agriculture Agriculture Covid-19 Trump Covid-19

2 Veterans Immigration Immigration Conspiracy Conspiracy

3 Cybersecurity Campaign Finance Education Impeachment Covid-19 Trump

4 Campaign Finance Environmental Environmental Covid-19 Economy

5 Criminal Justice Education Campaign Finance Trade/China Impeachment

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner
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Relative Popularity of Topics by Level of Education
Rankings represent the categories with the largest share of searches made by each demographic group

Example: Covid-19 Trump has the largest estimated share of searches from Less than HS

Less than HS HS grad/GED
Some college or
associates

Bachelors Graduate degree

1 Covid-19 Trump Covid-19 Veterans Agriculture Agriculture

2 Conspiracy Conspiracy Space Immigration Immigration

3 Impeachment Economy Covid-19 Education Environmental

4 Trade/China Covid-19 Trump Ethics/Morals Environmental Campaign Finance

5 Covid-19 Taxes/Spending Cybersecurity
Voter Turnout/Election
Security

Education

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner
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Relative Popularity of Topics by Party A�liation
Rankings represent the categories with the largest share of searches made by each demographic group

Example: Agriculture has the largest estimated share of searches from Democrat

Democrat Republican Unaf�liated Unregistered

1 Agriculture Covid-19 Agriculture Space

2 Immigration Conspiracy Immigration Veterans

3 Education Veterans Trade/China Cybersecurity

4 Environmental Economy Education Campaign Finance

5 Campaign Finance Taxes/Spending
Voter Turnout/Election
Security

Criminal Justice

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner
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Relative Popularity of Topics by Ethnicity
Rankings represent the categories with the largest share of searches made by each demographic group

Example: Covid-19 Trump has the largest estimated share of searches from White

White Asian Black

1 Covid-19 Trump Agriculture Space

2 Conspiracy Immigration Agriculture

3 Covid-19 Campaign Finance Campaign Finance

4 Impeachment Environmental Immigration

5 Economy Education Environmental

White, non Hispanic Hispanic
Other Races, non
Hispanic

1 Covid-19 Agriculture Agriculture

2 Covid-19 Trump Space Space

3 Conspiracy Immigration Immigration

4 Impeachment Campaign Finance Campaign Finance

5 Economy Environmental Environmental

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner
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Issue Area Polling Correlation

Covid-19 0.51

Economy 0.50

Covid-19 Trump 0.32

Healthcare 0.19

Impeachment -0.07

National Security -0.37

Immigration -0.42

International Relations -0.42

Congress -0.48

Criminal Justice -0.53

Recommendations

Trump Issues and Hickenlooper Polling

Blue: Helps Hickenlooper; Red: Helps Gardner

Focus on Trump's handling of the Covid-19
crisis, the economy, and his attacks on the
healthcare system

Avoid talking about Trump's position on
criminal justice and congress
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Conclusion and Thank You
Current state of the race:

Current state of the issues:

Voters are looking for leadership through the pandemic

We see Hickenlooper +4 over Gardner as of 5/19/2020

Hickenlooper's key positive issues with voters are: State/Local, Judiciary Branch, and Covid-19

Gardner's key positive issues with voters are: Taxes/Spending, Economy, and National Security
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Appendix



Date
Search Interest

in Issue Area
Approval Rating

9/1/2019 4.20% 53.00%

10/1/2019 4.40% 56.00%

11/1/2019 5.00% 60.00%

12/1/2019 4.20% 52.00%

1/1/2020 3.90% 48.00%

2/1/2020 4.80% 57.00%

3/1/2020 4.00% 51.00%

Recommendations by Linear Regression Explained
Linear Regression produces recommendations that re�ect how search interest in issues cause polling to
change

Only “signi�cant” issues that impact polling have recommendations. An issue is “signi�cant” if we’re 90%+
con�dent the issue and polling move together

Insigni�cant issues are those that we cannot say con�dently affect polling numbers
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Date
Search Interest

in Issue Area
Approval Rating

9/1/2019 4.20% 53.00%

10/1/2019 4.40% 56.00%

11/1/2019 5.00% 60.00%

12/1/2019 4.20% 52.00%

1/1/2020 3.90% 48.00%

2/1/2020 4.80% 57.00%

3/1/2020 4.00% 51.00%

Recommendations by Correlations Explained
Correlation is a statistic that indicates how closely issue searches and candidate polling move together

Correlations range between -1 and 1

-1 indicates that polling tends to decrease as search interest increases in an issue

0 indicates that there is no relationship between how search interest and polling move

1 indicates that polling increases as search interest increases in an issue
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Model Parameters

Dependents:

One week difference in
candidate polling

Independents:

Term Composition with a
One Week Rolling
Average

Diagnostic Statistics

Train MAE: 0.00179

Test MAE:

Dependent Range:
(-0.007, 0.004)

MAE Ratio: 0.981

Average MAE Ratio: 0.761

Back Testing Statistics for Current Model
The MAE ratio measures how well our model does in the test set compared to the training set. A higher
MAE ratio means that the model is nearly as predictive over the test range as in the training range
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Messaging Model Back Testing — Weekly Polling Change
These charts show our messaging model’s predicted WoW polling change against the observed unumAI
polling change
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Messaging Model Back Testing — Polling Change
These charts show our messaging model’s predicted polling change against the observed unumAI polling
change
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November 2019 - May 2020 Monthly
Change

Economy 38.54% 0.25%

Healthcare 15.02% 0.01%

Congress 8.23% -0.43%

State/Local 4.19% 0.13%

Criminal Justice 4.09% -0.13%

Ethics/Morals 3.31% -0.06%

Judiciary Branch 3.04% -0.08%

Covid-19 3.01% -0.03%

Taxes/Spending 2.89% 0.04%

National Security 1.85% 0.13%

Gun Control 2.51% 0.03%

Social Issues 2.22% 0.04%

Public Safety 2.21% 0.05%

Education 2.13% 0.00%

International Relations 1.35% 0.05%

Immigration 1.32% 0.03%

Environmental 0.92% 0.01%

Reproductive Health 0.54% 0.01%

Veterans 0.41% -0.04%

Corporate Regulation 0.35% -0.01%

What topics are Denver voters focused on?
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November 2019 - May 2020 Monthly
Change

Economy 42.25% 0.20%

Healthcare 14.15% -0.04%

Congress 7.55% -0.26%

Ethics/Morals 4.26% -0.08%

State/Local 4.03% -0.07%

Criminal Justice 3.79% 0.13%

Covid-19 3.71% -0.06%

Taxes/Spending 3.00% -0.03%

National Security 1.79% 0.16%

Judiciary Branch 2.49% 0.05%

Gun Control 2.20% -0.02%

Public Safety 2.11% 0.02%

Social Issues 1.76% 0.04%

International Relations 1.09% -0.02%

Education 1.07% 0.04%

Veterans 1.02% 0.02%

Environmental 0.65% 0.01%

Space 0.53% -0.01%

Immigration 0.50% 0.01%

Reproductive Health 0.49% -0.06%

What topics are Colorado Springs voters focused on?
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November 2019 - May 2020 Monthly
Change

Economy 46.59% -0.55%

Healthcare 15.18% 0.03%

Congress 7.90% 0.88%

Covid-19 4.60% 0.13%

State/Local 3.58% -0.08%

Ethics/Morals 3.49% 0.18%

Taxes/Spending 3.16% -0.01%

National Security 1.73% -0.35%

Gun Control 2.06% -0.02%

Criminal Justice 2.05% 0.01%

Judiciary Branch 1.93% 0.03%

Public Safety 1.82% -0.09%

Social Issues 1.31% -0.10%

Education 0.83% -0.05%

International Relations 0.66% -0.04%

Reproductive Health 0.48% 0.06%

Veterans 0.46% 0.02%

Impeachment 0.32% 0.07%

Corporate Regulation 0.31% -0.03%

Environmental 0.29% -0.02%

Mueller/Russia 0.29% 0.00%

What topics are Grand Junction voters focused on?
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Colorado Race & Ethnicity Breakdown

Graphics from: https://statisticalatlas.com/state/Colorado/Race-and-Ethnicity
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Colorado Race & Ethnicity Breakdown (Cont.)

Graphics from: https://statisticalatlas.com/state/Colorado/Race-and-Ethnicity
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Agriculture

Conspiracy

Criminal Justice

Terms related to farming, and the process of growing food. Generally, this category refers to terms regarding the industry of agriculture, which
can include terms about the subsidies given to agriculture, as well as the economic health of the industry itself.

Grouped with Trade for statistical purposes

This category includes terms related to the conspiracy theories. Conspiracy theories are theories about secret agreements or plans made
usually by powerful forces or actors often with a political motivation. There are often more probable explanations for what the theory explains.
Conspiracy terms can be identi�ed by whether or not they are factual (ie. fake news), and whether or not the theory is promoted by credible
news sources. Examples include “clinton incite violence”, “bannon voter fraud”, “clown shootings”. Also include anything related to Benghazi
and the Clinton email scandal.

Grouped with Russia & Mueller for statistical purposes

Terms involving the criminal justice system, and the prison industrial complex. Place terms in this category related to indictment, court trials,
criminal rights awaiting trial, during trial, once convicted, and while in prison. Include terms related to the death penalty, marijuana.

Grouped with Guns and Public Safety for statistical purposes
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Covid-19

Covid-19 Trump

Terms related to the COVID-19 virus, colloquially known as the Coronavirus. This category includes terms related to interest in current Covid-19
news or any general information.

Terms related to the COVID-19 virus, colloquially known as the Coronavirus. This category includes terms related to the president’s response to
the pandemic.
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Economy

Electability

Environmental

Ethics & Morals

This category relates to economic activities, or anything related to the exchange of goods and services (including wages, jobs and all industries). It includes
potential measurement of economic health or activity such as unemployment, GDP, bond rates, median income, and interest rates. This category also includes
terms related to economic inequality and economic justice like the wealth gap, or anything related to economic class, or economic stability of the country or an
individual. Any technology that affects work�ow (AI, robotics, Manufacturing) is in this category. This category also includes everything related to housing,
poverty, and homelessness. This category excludes terms related to trade (because there is a separate category for this).

All terms related to education/schools on all levels (Pre-K, Primary, Secondary, Higher education, charter schools, public schools, private schools). This category
also includes terms related to the cost of education and student loans. Any terms referring to the way children are educated or should be educated are in this
category.

This category relates to the protection of oceans, air, water, and all natural habitats as well as climate change. This category also includes terms regarding
renewable energy as well as other more traditional forms of energy such as oil, gas and coal. This category INCLUDES all references to natural disasters with
national attention whether overtly political or not. Excludes weather inquiries at the state/local level.

This category includes terms referring to any moral or ethical questions in politics. Any terms related to corruption, government oversight over other
governmental positions or functions, or calls for governmental or criminal investigation into a political event or person should be included. Include terms related
to partisanship, bipartisanship, divisiveness, patriotism, ideology, compassion, lying, or hatred.
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Gun Control

Healthcare

Immigration

Terms related to guns. This includes terms referring to mass shootings, the 2nd Amendment, the protection of gun rights, gun safety, mass
shooting victims, mass shooters, guns for hunting, and hunter safety. Excludes terms related to police of�cers, that are categorized in public
safety.

Grouped with Criminal Justice & Public Safety for statistical purposes

Terms referring to the improvement of health through medical prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. This category encompasses all areas and
professions of health including mental, physical, occupational, pharmaceutical, dental and more. This category also concerns the cost of
healthcare, who pays for it and how. This means terms related to health insurance companies, Obamacare, the Affordable Care act, and other
plans such as universal healthcare should be included. There will be terms related to pharmaceutical companies and regulation. Include these
terms in Healthcare and Corporate Regulation. Excludes all terms related to reproductive health, there is a separate category for this.

Concerns the international movement of people to the U.S. and elsewhere. This category includes many terms referencing Mexican, Central
American, and South American immigrants to the U.S. as well as refugees from all over the world. Terms related to treatment of immigrants, as
well as paths to citizenship should be included. Terms referring to drug cartels should be included here. Terms regarding the opioid crisis in the
U.S. are double categorized as healthcare and immigration.
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Impeachment

International Relations

National Security

Terms related to process to the impeachment proceedings of President Donald Trump. Consider any allegations made against Trump during
the impeachment process to be a part of this category as well as any justi�cations made to defend against these allegations. This includes
investigations into foreign relations between Ukraine and the Trump Administration as well as the facts and conspiracies about between
Ukraine and Joe Biden and or his son Hunter Biden and his dealings with Burisma (a Ukrainian Oil Company). Terms involving the
“whistleblower” are included as well.

Terms related to the basic facilities and services that serve the public. Include term referring to roads, bridges, airports, public transportation,
transportation generally, water lines and pipes, the electrical power system, and internet connectivity, and rural development in all these areas.

Grouped with National Security & Veterans for statistical purposes

Terms regarding the security of the United States from foreign threats. Include terms related to the Army, Navy, Airforce, Marines, weapons of
war, references to terrorism, any past, present, or potentially future military campaigns. This category includes any terms related to adversarial
nations the U.S. encounters. The approved countries/regions that should be placed in this category are North Korea and the Middle East. This
category should not be confused with Veterans which deals with former soldiers as individuals.

Grouped with Veterans and International Relations for statistical purposes
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Public Safety

Religion

Reproductive Health

This category relates to the domestic safety of the public. Terms related to the Coast Guard, any Police force, �re�ghters and EMTs. Include
terms inquiring about the frequency of crime, domestic terrorism, explosions, and bombings. Excludes mass shootings from this category and
place in gun control. Any terms referring to police brutality towards minority groups are in this category AND social equality.

Grouped with Gun Control & Criminal Justice for statistical purposes

Terms regarding all religions including but not limited to Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, and East Asian
traditions. Includes terms related to the practices, holidays, scriptures of these religions as well as terms inquiring about a speci�c person’s
religion or religious beliefs, or religious freedom in general.

This category will see overlap with the “Immigration” category especially regarding Muslim Americans and potentially Syrians.

This category will see overlap with the “Social Equality” with regards to Islamophobia, Anti-Semitism, or any form of anti-religious discrimination
(including both real and perceived discrimination against Christians), as well as terms related to religious freedom.

Terms related to the health of the reproductive systems of both men and women. However, in the past this category has focused heavily on
women. Include all terms related to fertility, pregnancy, abortion, birth control, family planning, infant mortality, and infant health.
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Russia & Mueller

Social Issues

Terms related to the investigation, �ndings and conclusions of Special Counsel Robert Mueller's investigation into Russian efforts to interfere in
the 2016 United States presidential election, allegations of conspiracy or coordination between Donald Trump's presidential campaign and
Russia, and allegations of obstruction of justice. In addition, include terms related to U.S. foreign relations with Russia and Putin. All terms
related to Russia are in this category.

Grouped with Conspiracy for statistical purposes

Terms related to the social equality (or lack thereof) among different social groups in the US. Include all terms related the
equality/discrimination of social groups of race, sex, gender, sexual orientation, disability, language, religion, and age. This category deals heavily
with equality in civil rights, legal protections, freedom of speech, property rights, and access to social goods and social services. This category
also relates to the equality of access and freedom of discrimination in all areas of society. Any term related to the mistreatment of one social
group (or an individual within that group) compared to another group will fall into this category.

Excludes terms about economic equality or class equality. These terms go into Economy.

In the past these terms have overlapped with reproductive health, criminal justice, economic opportunity, public safety, conspiracy, education,
voter rights, and healthcare. Any term related to the mistreatment of one group compared to another group will fall into this category, and can
overlap if it is related to a speci�c issue area.

The equal treatment of majority groups should be included in this category. This means terms regarding the equal treatment (or lack thereof)
of white people, men, heterosexual, cisgender, and able people should be included on this category. An example of this is “white supremacist”.
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Taxes & Spending

Trade

Veterans

This category is related to the inquiries/normative statements about government taxation (how and who should be taxed how much) and
government spending (how the government uses these taxes). Include terms related to all kinds of taxes, welfare, the government debt ceiling,
government shutdowns (when the government can’t agree on a budget), the IRS, payroll taxes, tax refunds, and Social Security.

This category relates to the international exchange of goods between countries as well as any terms related to China. Terms include
international trade agreements such as NAFTA and the TPP. Also includes terms referencing the outsourcing of jobs to other countries as well
as messages about isolationism (an aversion to trade with other countries or a perceived unfairness about current trade agreements).

Grouped with Agriculture for statistical purposes

Terms related to the health of the reproductive systems of both men and women. However, in the past this category has focused heavily on
women. Include all terms related to fertility, pregnancy, abortion, birth control, family planning, infant mortality, and infant health.
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“The traces of information that billions
of people leave on Google �nally
reveals the truth. By analyzing this
digital goldmine, we can now learn
what people really think and what
they really do…Google searches prior to
an election can be used to proxy
voting intention in different parts of
the United States.”

Seth Stevens-Davidowitz: Former
Google data scientist and New York

Times writer

“It’s important to design the project
with the strengths and limitations of
[Google Trends] in mind. But if you do
so carefully and creatively, and
combine these new types of data with
other kinds such as media coverage or
even demographic data, you can get
some great results out of it.”

Katerina Eva Matsa: Associate Director
of Research, Pew Research Center

Google Search Data Research: Testimonies

“The monitoring of online queries can
provide insight into human behavior,
as this �eld is signi�cantly and
continuously growing and will be
proven more than valuable in the
future for assessing behavioral
changes and providing ground for
research using data that could not
have been accessed otherwise.”

Gabriela Ochoa, PhD: Professor,
University of Stirling Department of

Computing Science and Mathematics

“[Google Trend’s] ability to reveal
emerging socio-political trends quickly
and reliably has been tested in the
area of public opinion and public
mood research. The incorporation of
publicly available search engine data
in social science scholarship can
support the development of new cross-
disciplinary research designs.”

Filippo Trevisan, PhD: Professor,
American University School of

Communication
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Patents Referencing 'Google Trends'
76 U.S. patents that cite Google Trends (USPTO, 2017)

Applications: Information and Computer Science, Medicine and Bio Science, Economy and Business

unumAI Provisional Patent ID: 1911.100.00US
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162517315536


Academic Literature Review

646 documents that reference Google Trends

Source: Scopus is Elsevier’s abstract and citation database launched in 2004. Scopus covers nearly 36,377 titles
from approximately 11,678 publishers.
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Skylar White, CEO
skylar.white@unumai.org

(720)-272-6492
Skylar’s campaign and government
experience includes working for Colorado’s
U.S. Senator Mark Udall and State Senator
Mike Johnston. A graduate from Washington
and Lee University, Skylar served the federal
government in the national security,
regulatory, and veterans services spaces
through engagements as a consultant with
Deloitte. He received his Master’s Degree in
Business Information and Analytics from the
University of Denver. Skylar understands
people and history.

Alex Boyce
Lead Data Scientist
Alex is our lead data scientist. After
graduating from Colgate University with a
degree in economics, he spent 6 years in
New York City in the media industry as an
analyst, before moving to Colorado and
expanding his data skills while in the
Business Analytics program at the University
of Denver. Alex likes digging into lots of data
to �nd hidden trends and believes that a
good recommendation is nothing without a
great visualization.

Outside of the of�ce, Alex likes visiting new
breweries (321 and counting), going to
baseball games, and listening to podcasts.

Team Members: Management and Board

Cole Finnegan
Regional Managing Partner, Hogan
Lovells
For more than 30 years, Cole Finegan has focused
his practice on working locally and nationally with
businesses and governmental entities to create
and expand public-private partnerships. He has
represented clients in regulatory, land use and
development, and legislative and public policy
law.

Cole’s efforts led Law Week Colorado to recognize
him as “Lawyer of the Decade” and “Lawyer of the
Year” for 2013. He was also named one of the most
in�uential people in Denver by 5280 magazine in
its feature “The 5280 Fifty.” Best Lawyers in
America has also honored Cole as the “Denver
Municipal Lawyer of the Year” (2016).

David Ward
Head of Automation
David has a bachelors and masters degree in
economics and previously worked for three
years as a budget analyst for the State of
Colorado before moving into software
development. David enjoys improving
process ef�ciency through automation. He is
passionate about employing the latest
software tools and practices to deliver
consistently high quality products over
diminishing time frames.
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Website

www.unumai.org
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